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No Maintenance - No Energy Efficiency 

Richard E Szydlowski, J. Steven Schliesing, David W. Winiarski 
PacitTc Northwest Laboratory 

Richland, Washington 

AJETRACT 
F a  investigatbs illustrate that it is not realistic to 
eqwt newhigh-teeh equipment to functian far a full life 
e x p e c m q a t h i g h ~ w i t h o a t ~  

t h t o p s b ~ o f m o s t ~ ~ a t e n s i v c  
~ u l t t h a t i s b e h g ~ l m d ~ i s  
i I u x m d y  a d j d  and operating ill&&dy, or is 
s i m p l y i s o p e t ~  T h i a p o i n t i s w * t w o  

describes d c d o p m t  of a c O m p ~ b a s e - w i &  
steamtrapmahtmmcc program.==-d- 

objectivt of bothexamples was to asscsstheimportancc 

operationsand- ( O w .  A ~ h p k w a l k -  

examplaatR~AirFarcaBase,GMrgia Thefirst 

a m e a m r e d c v a l t m t i o n f r c r m a ~ o ~ b ~  The 

of proper O&M. The proposed "OdiMFdphilosOphy 
will result in more efficient building HVAC operation, 
provide i m p r o d  ScNicCs to the building  pants, and 
redace energy consumption and unsch- equipment 
repak/replacement, Implementation of a comprehensiw 
O M  program will result in a U-Z% energy savings. 
The 0- foundation that is established will d o w  other 
energy conservation activities, such I demand side 
management or energy management and control systems, 
to achieve and maintain their expected energy savings. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Most Federal facilities have consistently focused on 
equipment upgrades as the sou~ce of energy conservation 
measures (Em), with an explicitly stated avoidance of 
changes to the operations and maintenance (O&M) 
process. High-tech equipment examples range from large 
computer-controlled energy management and control 
systems to small daylighting and occupancy controllers. 
Although the O&M process is known to be faultyy it is 
considered a separate issue that does not M y  impact 
the calculated benefits of high-tech, high-efficiency, high- 

cost equipment. Many new high-tech ECMs are expected 
to reduce overall O&M requirements. But basic O&M 
usuallyrequires some &ainingfor new skills, which is not 
routinely included with the ECM purchase. 

There is a long history of neglected opemiom and 
maintenaaCeatFederalfadlitiea Exampkdiscussedin 
[l] indude equipment that is being operated onmanual 
omzride, incorredy adjusted, operating inef6htly, ot 
is simply inoperative; widespread steam 1- fautty or 
Uioperativt building contxd systems; and failed or 
damaged WAC equipment. Although most of the 
O&M problems arc obvious and the repair relatively 
simple for BLI experienced maintenance profkssiona?, it is 
dear that the local staff havt not been able to fully 
address the problems. Some of the reasons arc 

InsuEcient statlhg for OBtM procedures. The 
limited staff and funding resources are often directed 
toward quick fixes of the worst problems, with 
preventive maintenance receiving a low priority. This 
often results in more serious breakdowns and 
problems later which lead to more expensive repair 
or replacement of the existing equipment. 

Poorly trained and inexperienced staff. Staff at 
military bases are often young or inexperienced due 
to high turnover rates, experienced staff retirement, 
and frequent transfers between locations and job 
assignments. The result is limited opportunity for 
staff training or the assignment of specific equipment 
reiponsibiIities. 

Inaccurate or broken monitoring and diagnostic 
equipment. The true operating state and the cause 
of problems is hidden behiad incomplete or 
inaccurate information from diagnostic equipment. 
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Missing, inaccurate, or incomplete documeatatiOn on 
exist& equipment. It is very difficult to operate a 
facility without complete knowledge of the installed 
'equipme* the equipment controls, and any special 
operating characteristics. 

Inadequate fund& Base facilities receive very low 
funding priority. The base facilities are not directly 
part of the mission, so "extra" funds are rarely 
directed toward facility improvemen& 

No utility metering. Wd no &@kant utiIity 
submetering of facilities, there is no means to assess 
performance in terms of energy or maintenance costs 
and no means to establish appropriate inceativeS to 
lower those costs. 

Poor morale among O&M staf€-for all of the above 
reasons. 

Thc results of neglected O&M arc increased fuel costs 
due to reduced operating efficiency, increased major 
maintenance, andincreased capitalcosts dactoshorttDed 
equipment life. 

* O & . l W ~ ~  P€IIK)sopBy 
The " O M  F i  philosophy states that: 1) O&M 
hpmvcment should be the fitst energy COIlSCNatiOn 
measure evaluated, 2) the people respomsijblt for O&M, 
not equipment, are key to sucetss, and3) new equipment 
mustbeapprop&tcfortheO&Menvironmentinwhich 
they will have to operate. The objectives of improved 
O&M is mbimization of long-term operating costs and 
development of the solid foundation nceessary for ECMs 
to achieve and maintain their expected energy savings. 
The expected benefits include: 

Increased energy consemtion, both short-term and 
long-term, by improving facility energy efficiency, 

Reduction in call-backs to the facility, keeping 
occupants satisfied and dowing more time for*, 
scheduled maintenance, 

Less down time and unscheduled maintenance, 

Reduced capital costs for replacing equipment that 
failed prematurely, 

Realization of predicted savings from other energy 
conservation activities. 

A Unique aspect of this philosophy is concentration on 
optimhtion of the "as designed" existing facilities. 
O&M is the first energy consemtion measure-not new 
equipment. Field invest@iions have shown that most 
facility designs are basically sound, but either were not 
built as designed or do not operate as designed due to 
relatively minor equipment or control problems. The 
process of correcting problems which can impact the 
efficiency of new ECM projects is necessary, though not 
sdiaent, to assure success of the ECM. In addition, the 
simple repairs, along with some minor re-design and 
equipment replacement, are expected to result in a 15- 
25% energy savings before implementation of the ECM. 

It is clear that base O W  staff need assistauce. 
Providing outside acfiictancc to correct poorly operating 
or in- equipment will result in some short-term 
benefit, but does not address the root cause ofthe 
problem. Since the 0- neglect that caused the 
original equipment f'auIt is not changed, failure of the 
repaired or new replacement equipment will likely be 
rtpeattd, 

Another unique aspect of this philosopbV is that the 
pMpleoftheo&MstaffarethEkey. Efficientfacility 
operatiOn~dfaultdetectiOn~beimprovedusinghigh- 
tech automation, such as Energy Mansgement a d  
Control systtms @Ma). However, the people. of the 
O W  staffarc -le for both the facility and the 
EMCS. The EMCS, just like allother equipment,has to 
be understoodbythc O W  staff to be effective andwill 
eventually require human interadon for maintenance. 
An EMCS is not useful if controls arc bypasd, 
inoperable, or if systems are not maintained. The success 
or failure of alI facility equipment ultimately rests on the 
training, experience, and motivation of the people of the 
o m  staff. 

Equipment and controls must be appropriate for the 
0- environment in which they will have to operate. 
Experience has shown that the installation of state-of-the- 
art, high-tech, sophisticated (usually electronic) controls 
generally have not provided the expected results. A 
simple, less effective but more easily understood, control 
system will often provide more net long-term benefit. 

Expected energy savings from various energy conservation 
programs are listed in Table 1. (Note that because of 
interactions between programs, you can not simply add 
the expected energy savings from all active programs to 
calculate the total energy savings at a faciiity.) The 
magnitude of the energy savings expected from an O&M 
improvement program is as large as that for most high- 
tech equipment retrofits. Typically the expected savings 
values are calculated assuming that the existing O&M 
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program is capable of operating and maintdnjnP the new 
energy consemation retrofits. Based on experience, 
appropriate O&M programs do not exist and the long- 
terrh benefits of the energy conservation programs are 
signi6calltly less than expected. 

Table 1. Range of expected energy saw from 
Energy&- ' nMeasures (ECMs). 

Enernv C o d o n  Measure 

Demandaide Managemeat 
Projects 

Energy Consdous Design of 
New Facilities 

Family Housing Self-Help and 
Inceatives 

Retrotits 

EnerggAwarencssand 
Incentive Programs 

Energy Management and 

oth=Energy- 

control systems @Ma) 

Operation and Maintenance 
Improvement Program 

ROBINS AIR FORCE BASE 
Robins Air Force Base, Georgia, requested that Pacific 
Northwest Laboratory (PNL) assess the state of existing 
O&M activities and the value of an improved O&M 
program at the base. The results are illustrated with two 
exampla The first describes an attempt to develop of a , 

comprehensive, base-wide, steam trap maintenance 
program. The second descn'bes measured results from 
an office building in which an energy efficiency upgrade 
of the heating, ventihtiq, and air-conditioning W A C )  
system replaced the old, high maintenance, conventional 
pneumatic controls with a new, high-tech, digital control 
&em. While the objective of the ECMs was to reduce 
facility operation costs by correcting existing faulty 
equipment and improving O M  procedures, the objective 
of this study was to access the importance of developing 
a comprehensive O&M program. 

Robins AFB is an 8,790-aCre Air Force Materiel 
Command facility at Warner-Robins in central Georgia. 
The daytime population on the base averaged 19,m in 
FY W. On-base housing supports 5 9  miIitary 
personnel and dependents, with the remainder living in 
nearby off base towns. There are 646 commercial, 
industrial, and command buildings with a total floor area 
of 1l.M ft? 

The majority of the energy use is electricity and natural 
gas. There are two major and four minor central thermal 
loops. Three of the minor plants are located adjacent to 
the few buildings they save, The remainder service a 
variety of buildings through approximately 9 d e s  of 
buried pipeline for steam and 0.74 miles of pipeline for 
chilledwater. 

The central Georgia &ate zone has hot and humid 
summtrs and mild winters. Heating degreedays, based 
on a 65°F balance point, average 2,244 degrewiays/yr, 
and cooling degree days, also based on a bs"F balance 
Paint, average 2,276 degree-days/yr. 

!3'XEAMTRAPMAINTENANcEPROGRAM 
The central energy plants supply steam to numerous 
bud- and laboratories on base for space hea- 
rchdng, and process loads. For many buikbgs, steam 
isspppliedthro~uttheyear. Lcakingsteamttapsin 
the steam supply system represent a direct and sisrrifieant 
utility cost. In addition, leaking or plugged steam traps 
cause numerous system problems, including excessive 
wear on pressure reducing valvt orifices, condensate 
backup in coils, water hammer, coil freezing, reduction in 
equipment operating efficiency, excessiVe condensate 
retunr line pressures and temperatures, and loss of 
condensate. The problems add additional costs for 
ineffiaent use of energy and repair or replacement of 
damaged equipment. 

For the 5,000 steam traps throughout Robins AFB, 
maintenance is done primarily on an emergency-call 
basis. The exception is a scheduled annual mass 
replacement of steam traps in the distribution system-and 
some selected ares-without testing and regardless of 
operating status, Consequently, many steam traps that 
are leaking or plugged continue to operate throughout 
the base and many good steam traps are replaced. The 
energy and equipment-reIated costs of the traps can be 
reduced or eliminated through a proper steam trap 
inspection and maintenance program. 

PNL conducted the following four-step project to support 
development of a comprehensive steam trap testing and 
maintenance program. 
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1) Worked with the civil Engineering staff to design a 
program tailored to eeir  0- stafE 

2) conducted classroom and field training including, 
hands-on livcdeam testing of traps both on a test 
stand and in the field, for operational and failed 
steam traps. 

3) Developed a steam trap documentation program 
which included tagghg, data bast, and maintenance 
scbeduting. 

4) conducted an evaiuaton of the cost savings that 
could be achieved with the steam trap maintenance 
program. 

Suxessfd establishment of this program would provide 
Robins AFB with steam trap testing equipment, trained 
e and the maintenance program neoessarjr for 
effeetivt long-term impact on steam trap performance. 

Test Equipment 
Avarietyofaltnrsarmdaumsticandtem~esensing 

opedon. Trainedandexpdencedpersonnclcaa 
tools can be usc to hclp idmify M t y  stcam trap 

~ c o l n b i n e t h e i r l a t o a c d g e o f s t ~ t r a p t y p e  
andopcrahgpwithwithintinterpretabon ofthe 
soandacrdtemperatprctodtttnllme - -faultmode& 
However, that dbgaodccapabiuy is beyond petsormel 
that work on stcam traps only part time. Thc test 
equiplultsongbt for this progmulwas an expzb=d 

-in-a-bax. andaatomatedsteamtrap- 

Tht TrapIbh, m a n u f a d  by TLV, is such a state-of- 

management system. The TrapMan system includes a 
portable hand-held test instrument that measures the 
operating temperature and ultrasound acoustic signal of 
an i n d c e  steam trap and provides an on the spot 
automated diagnosis of steam trap fundionality. This 
instrument is pre-programmed to diaguasis all generic 
types and most common steam trap models including 
TLV, Armstrong, Yarway, Spiraq Sarco, Gestra, Dunham 
Bush, Hoffman, Trane, and Illinois. The TrapMan 

package and interface which allows field test data to be 
down-loaded and stored in a maintenance data base. The 
software serves as the maintenance log for a steam trap 
testing program, and provides graphical displays of survey 
results and failure analysis. PNL supplied two TrapMan 
systems for the proposed Robins AFB steam trap 
maintenance program. 

.. 

the-art computerjzed steam trap diagnuscic and 

system also includes a computer application software 41 

Training class 
Dr. Thomas Burch of the Boiler Effiuency Institute 
(BEI) in Auburn, Alabama, was contracted to assist with 

the classroom and field training. Th BEI conducts 
numerous energy-related training sessions each year for 
DOE hciIities across the couutry, and their expertise in 
steam systems and location in nearby Auburn made them 
an ideal resource for this project. BE1 staff have a 
unique ability to provide both detaiIed technical 
information and real world experience at a level that talks 
to, not down to, typical O&M staff. 

An agenda tailored to Robins AFB requirements and 
staff availability was developed in coordination with the 
base energy coordinator and BEI. Part of this agenda 
was a week-long training Scssion which was targeted for 
the base heat shop maintenance supemisors and 
operation and maintenance personnel The training 
included classroom work, a trap testing demonstration 
using a livedeaxt~ test stand, and field testing of in- 
service steam traps at the base. 

The classmm portion ofthe program lasted the first one 
and one-half days and focused on how steam traps 
operate, types of steam traps that are used, steam trap 
failure modes, the pra and wns of various testing 
techaiqaes, and setting up an effective steam trap tcsting 
and maintwan cc pn~gram. T~-complement thevdd 
discussion, each participant was given a manual on steam 
distribution and condensate systems [2]. 

- 

AhaE day was spent at a steam trap test stand that was 
set up at the main central epersyplant to demonstrate a 
variety of steam traps types and testing techniques using 
temperature and awustic test methods Class members 
were able to get hands-on experience in using these 
testing techniques on the test stand steam traps under a 
variety of condensate loadiags. The test stand allowed 
the participants to use the various instruments while 
obsexviag the discharge from the traps to get a feel for 
the effectiveness of each method The TrapMan was just 
one of the set of testing instruments on which the class 
received trainin@; Activities for the second day were 
concluded with practice testing of steam traps in two 
nearby buildings. 

The third and fourth day were to devoted to field testing 
steam traps in two buildings. However, each of these 
days began in the classroom to review activities from the 
previous day and to answer any questions. During the 
testing, the class was divided into two groups, each with 
a TrapMan and other traditional temperature and 
acoustic test equipment. Steam traps that were tested 
were numbered and tagged for Iater reference. At the 
conclusion of each day’s test& class members met with 
PNL staff in the Civil Engineering office to download test 
data stored in the TrapMan to an IBM cornpabile 
personal computer. Three of the more experienced 
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computer users .J the class were shown how to operate 
the software to download data and develop a 
maintenance data base. 

The last half day was a short session to summarize the 
training and present the final results of the steam trap 
testing that the class had completed during days 2-4. The 
10-15 individuals who had been able to attend the class 
for the entire week were initinlly somewhat skeptical 
about the d u e  ofthe steam trap train& testing, and 
high-tech TrapMan cliagnostic equipment. However, at 
the end of the training the participants felt like they had 
genuinely learned samething, had successfuly operated 
and now embraced the value of the TrapMan-(to the 
exclusion of traditional methods), and were enthusiastic 
about setting up an steam trap maintenance program. 

Steam Tkap Testing Resuits 
A total of90 operating sttapl traps were tested by the 
students dnring two and aae-half days of hands-on 
t r a b k g i n t w o b ~  Ofthcse,23stcamtrapswere 
identifiedasnotinscrviot. Oneofthcbddingswas 
typicalofmastb~oabase,whtrtasthcsecrmdhad 
b e e n r e f a t e d w i t h a E p e w ~ t r a p s l c s s ~ 2 y e a r s  
prevkdy. ~ ~ t h e ~ o f s t e a m t r a p s t e s t e d  
should indude fewea failed traps than the general 
populati<m The TrapMan adysis identified=% as low 
temperatme (c&Mtd closed) and 3% asIcakiag,fm 
a total Mure rate of l8% (see Figmt 1). Of particular 
importame is tttC backed up condensafc dated to the 
low temperature steam traps (15%) which .can cause 
faifure of other steam system components. 

As an example c "e significance of problems related to 
low temperature steam-traps, in one of the buildings a 
failed drip-leg steam trap in a high-pressure line to a 
pressure-reducing valve (PRV) station was observed The 
PRV had been replaced within the past year. The steam 
trap was 25 years old and had been dowing damaging 
condensate to flow through the PRV station for an 
unknown amount of time. There were no records to 
indicate how many times the PRV had been replaced 
over the 25 year period. A properly operating steam 
trap2 wsting $100, could have prevented the repeated 
replacement of a $l,OOO PRV. 

PnmnahnmnZun M d m + a n m n -  -- UUrUp~H.s.W.1~ A . 1 4 1 y c u . 4 1 1 & G  A 4 W 4 . Y  

The status quo (no change) steam trap replacement 
policy and the impact on secondary equipment failures 
costs Robins AFB an estimated Sl,lOlK/yr. These costs 
are compared to the first- and second-year costs for a 
proposed aggressive new comprehensive O&M program 
in Table 2 Current prices for replacement traps, labor, 
and secondary quipment damage and the labor to 
replace this equipment are based oa Civil Engineering 
data. These costs reflect a constant level of support for 
the program, and show anticipated cost savings from 
reductions in secondary equipment failure. Savings of 
$35Kkeqectedtheiirstyearoftheprogrambecauseof 

maintenance. Subsequent savings are S50K per year. 
Cost savings from more efficient use of steam services 
are anticipated and wilt add to the expected annual 
Sa- 

the costs to correct previous years of neglected 

Table 2. Impact of comprehensive steam trap 0- program at Robins AFB. 

Activity 

Comprehensive O W  Program 

Replacement Traps: 'Equipment 
Labor 

Secondary Failures: Equipment 
Labor 

Net Steam Trap O&M Cost 

Status Quo, 
Annual cost 

%25K 
WOK 
$1,10lK 

Proposed New O&M Program, 
Annual costs 

lst Year 2nd Year 

S170K S170K 

$8OK %OK 

$35OK 
s75K 

$WSR 

SlOOK 
SllOK 

%OK 
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A r e v  testing program would allow base personnel to 
develop fam&ity with the types of steam traps used at 
Robins AFB. These petsonnel would become aware of 
whkh types of trap work best for a given application and 
which types failhqwxtly. Computerized record-keeping 
would allow automated identi6cation of problem traps 
and amas. Some failures could be related to the brand 
oftrap wexi or to system design problems at a given 
location. The experieace gained from such a regimented 
program would allow informed purchases of replacement 
steam traps and system redesign justification. Also, 
inspection and idmti6ication of the failure mode of traps 
could point to additioaal systcm problems (Le. if Mure 
is due to residue buildup or wear)). The train& 
software, and test instruments supplied to Robins AFB by 
PNL were designed for just such a program. 

P0Stlkaiaing-b 
As of Januay 1993, steam was still blowing out of aman 
halt. cover in the street in front of thc offict of the 
calonel rtsponsible far establishing o m  priarit;es, 
T&kz*-.arab typical of the statc ob stcam trap 

m tvidaret-that-qstcamtrap testing andmaintcllancc 
program w i n - k h m  at Robins AFB. h the 
lllt%m- staffkvclsllimbtencat9inct-- 
the aginiag dass was CQrmdDCted and thcre is little 
attentioa giveat0 any prcvudw maintenance activities. 

The~thatPNLpravidcdthe0&Mstatrtherequired 
&gmstic quipmcnt, software for automated 
maintenance management, training and genuine 
enthusiasm for participating in such a preventative 
m a i n t m  programwas not suffideat for development 
of a basc wide steam trap maintenance program, All 
levels of management must buy into the concept, and 
they did not do so. In retraspect, perhaps what the 
program needs most is someone from Civil Engineering 
to be its champion. That person should be given the 
authority to set up the program and supervise personnel 
devoted to doing the testing, database management, and 
trap replacement. The. concept remains very attractive ,, 
because a comprehensive steam trap maintenance 
program would save Robins AFB SSOK a year. 

~ b u g k m t R o l ~ i a s A F B .  TodatethcniS 

TYPICAL OFFXCE BUILDING 
Building 300 at Robins AFB is a brick structure that was 
b d t  in the iaid 1940's as a warehouse and later modified 
for use as oftice space. This type of renovated office 
space is typical of buildings at Robins AFB and of office 
space throughout U.S. military installations. The total 
floor area is 475,000 ft?, separated into 11 bays. Bays B 
and C, which are adjacent to each other on the east Wing 

of the "U" shaped building, were monitored in the study. 
The areas are approximately 45,000 ft2 each. ~ a c h  
bay is divided down the center by a corridor into an east 
and a west halt There is a 300 f? war contingency room 
in the east W.of Bay C that is cooled with a dedicated 
package air conditioner, independent of the rest of the 
bay. Each haif of each bay is configured as one large 
open-floor-plan office space, with a mean occupancy of 
approximately 500 people. 

The east and west zones in each bay are conditioned by 
air handling units (AHU) located in the buildings attic 
space. Each AHU is a single zone design which channels 
conditio* air first through a heating coil, then a 
cooliag coiL Heating is provided by steam from a centrd 
steam plant. cooling is provided by chilled water from 
the same plant. In operation, the air temperature in each 
half of each bd&g bay is controlIed by a single 
thermostat located in the retun air duct of the air 
handler fot that zone. Each themostat provides a single 
pneumatic control signal which is used to modulate both 
the heating and the COoIiag vahres on that zone's air 
hadingunit. The thermostats am set between 74°F and 
75°F to maintain inside comfort conditions. 

An HVAC control system upgrade froxmpneumatic to a 
Johnson Cbntrols- clectronicccmtrolswitha 

* ~ ~ i n t e ~ w a s i n s t a k d i n ~ .  The 
upgradt retained use of the original pneumatic actuators 
for steam and chilled water valves controL New electro- 
hydraulic actuators were installed for air damper COIlfroL 
The CMtrOls system for each office bay featured an 
economizer cycle and time dock control of nighttime 
WAC system shutdown. A manual ovemde dowed 
occupant activation of W A C  operation during off hours. 

I" 

A Site inspection in October 1992 revealed that tbe 
electric actuators necessary to control the outdoor air 
dampers were broken, the time clocks were disabled, and 
many of the electronic controls had been removed. A 
simple pneumatic control system, simiiar to the system 
used before the 1987 upgrade, was controlling the HVAC 
system. The reasons given for removal of the controls 
were excessive moisture in the electrepneumatic system, 
caliiration problems with the electric to pneumatic 
transducers, and poor quality electro-hydraulic actuators. 

Building 300 provides an example of building control 
systems that have failed because of lack of an effective 
OBrM program. The magnitude of energy wasted due to 
ineffective maintenance of the building W A C  systems 
and controls was determined through a combination of 
walk-through audits and detailed monitoring. 
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Observed O W  Problems 
The following list of O&M problems were identified 
during the initial walk-through audits perfomed in March 

Investigation of all the other bays in this building 
confirmed that the Iisted observations are typical for atl 
of building 300. 

All automatic damper actuators disconnected. All 
dampers manually set to a fixed position with clamps 
and wire, rendering air economizers inoperative. 

Electronic control system were disabled because of 
failed or missing components, or just turned oft 

Time clocks for nighttime HVAC shutdown disabled. 

The temperature measured for the chilled water 
supply to the building is 4Z"F, but the chilled water 
supply to the air handlers was 47T. The cause is 
chilled water return back mixing into the chilled 
water supply line through a bad bypass valve. 

Lealrs in the maia snpply ducts and acccss panels, 
atlowingun conditicwedairintotheairhandfingMits. 

Return air damper in~closedpositioninbay C,East 
'AHU and fully open on the West AHU. 

Outdoor air dampers were in closed position on 3 
out of 4 air handler Units in bay B and C. The 4th 
wasintheminimumpositionsettiag. Thisresultsin 
low ventilation air for thest bailding bays. 

The U ton (175,700 Btu/hr) package ak conditioner 
serving the war contingency room ran with electric 
resistance reheat %hours a day because of a 
inappropriate relative humidity requirement. 

Test Procedure 
The building electrical energy use was monitored from 
July 1992 through August 1993. Initial monitoring of 
thermal energy began in March 1993 and continued ,, 
through August 1M. Data was recorded using two 
model C180 loggers, manufactured by Synergistics 
Control Systems. The C180 is capable of measuring 16 
channels of real power, apparent power, and power factor 
as well as recordiag 16 digital and 15 analog channels. A 
one hour integration period was selected for recording of 
all time series records (TSRs). All electric power and , 
analog channels were recorded as averages. The digital 
channels were recorded as an accumulated count of all 
pulses during the integration period. The data stored in 
the CIS0 logger's RAM memory were automatically 
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downloaded to a computer at PNL via telephone modem 
on a daily basis. 

One Cl80 logger was installed in the HVAC mechanical 
space above each bay. Each logger recorded the total 
three phase power and total steam and chilled water 
energy supplied to its respective bay. Additiod detail in 
monitoring of bay B included the total three phase fan 
power for the supply and return fans on each AHU, 
supply, return, and mixed air temperatures for each 
AHU, and emnodzer/outside air tcmperature. 

Building Energy Use 
Monitoring was necessary to quantify the current energy 
use of building 300 because there was no submetering 
The monitored data was used to develop simple 
regression models of the bddings energy use as a 
function of outdoor air temperature. These models 
allowed estimation of thc building energy use under 
conditions beyond those observed daring the period of 
study. Monitoring also allowed idt?ntification of system 
operation problems not immediately apparent with visual 
hspections or spot measurements (using handheld 
diagaostic equipment) of the system, 

Andy& of the metered data showed that the bddings 
heatingandcoolingusigeispredominantly ahctionof 
outdoor air temperature. TypicaI operation incIuded 
chilled water for cooling.that is left on allyear long and 
steam heat that is turned off in the spring and tumed 
back on m late fall. The heating schedule is determined 
by the weather. The steam is turned off after there have 
been 10 consecutive &ys with daily minimum 
temperatures above 50 degrees. The steam is turned 
back on m thc fall when requested by the building 
occupants. This energy use strategy was reflected in our 
calculations. 

Monitoring revealed two additional operating problems 
not observed in the walk-through audits. These problems 
were coincident heating and cooling in the HVAC system 
and faulty operation of the building time clocks. A 
detailed discussion of these problems and their energy 
impacts are provided below. 

Coincident Heating and Cooiing 
Monitoring in bays B and C showed times of coincident 
heating and cooling during the months of March and 
April, 1993. This is illustrated for bay B in F i e  2 
This probiem was reported to Robins AFB staff. The 
steam flow to that AHU was manually shut off on April 
10,1993 as a solution to the problem. Coincident heating 
and cooling continued in bay C. Monitoring showed that 
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t c e S t e a m f l O W i n  ay C was constant between April 10 
and May 10. This steam usage is likely due to leakiag 
steam valves in bay C. The steam was shut off for all of 
thebuilding an May 10,1993. The Ieaking steam valves 
were not scheduled for repair. 

The likely source of the coincident heating and cooling in 
bay B was owxlapping valve activation control air 
prtssutt raagea The pneumatic control signal for the 
heating and cooling vahes in bay B comes from a singIe 
thermostat. ThestcamMhreisdosedatconcralair 
presnres Wow BPSL Air pressures be- 9 and 13 
PSImodulatethevatve from fullclosed to fullopen. The 
chilled water vahre is set normally open at zero air 
pressure and modulates to fully closed at 8 PSI, 

A sttam valve des@ wbich allows steam presmre to 
k c c  open the sttam vahn resplts in a controt response 
t h a t i s ~ t 0 ~ S U ~ ~  whenthe 
steam supplyprcssare is too high, thcn is an overlap 
betwetn~stcamandchiltedwatcrcontrolairpressure 
ranges,resaltinginbothvahnsbeingpartialEyopenand 
coincide& heatinp and coohg. In an attempt to 

adapters had been ilwaned an 
the steantvahre.to.ndact the 

a m t r O L A k m  This cormctd the problem for 
Otrbinsteamprcssurcd~lirteWnotothers,and 
canodybumsideredapartialdution. 

By atainining hours of coincidental fitating and cooling 
it was possible to estimate the savings due to fixing both 
the steam control problem in bay B and the leaking 
s teamdveinbayC.  the amount of excess^ 
energy is approximately equal to the lower ualae.of 
heating or cooling energy usage for all coincidental hours 
(see Figme 2). This assumes that both heatkg and 
cooling are not required during a one-hour time period. 
It should be noted that for any hour for which there is 
excess heating there is an extra, equal amount of cooling 
energy needed to offset the excess amount. Coincidental 
heating and c ~ ~ l i n g  has a double energy penalty. 

Table 3 shows the annual amount of coincident heating ,, 
and cooling that would OCCUT in bays B and C, Estimated 
values were calculated by multiplykg the average amount 
of coincident heating and cooling that occurred during 
the monitored time period by the number of days in 
which steam is supplied to the building. High internal 
heat gains and the mild climate result in cooling 
requirements throughout most of the year. Examination 
of Typical Mean Year weather data and discussions with 
site  st^ suggested that the steam would typically be 
supplied to the building between November 15 and May 
15, resulting in a total of 181 days. The estimate of 
whoIe building impact, 1,229 MI?tu/yr, is based on 

observations that indicate that the AHUs in bays B and 
C are representative of all the AHUs in building 300. 

Table 3. Estimated annual energy waste due to 
coinddent heating and coolingin building 300. 

i 

BuildingArm 
Type of Problem 

Bay B: Overlap 
of Control Air 
Pressure Ranges 

Bay C: Leaking 
steam valve 

Bnllding 300 
Total 

I 
'1ImecIockoperatian --- 
~ i r  ~ ~ ~ I I C B  in  ai^ tn;lilding bays were equippeiwititime 
i.clocks~which mdd-fmp.oIL an&OfftheAHU&~~ at 

specistatimesoftheday* Thc6.ltcamandchincdwater 
vahres rclnakd active to prevent potential coil frcdlg. 
These time cloclrs arc not capable of separate weekday 
&'weekend schedules. All of the time clocks in the 
building had been disabled for at least a year prior to the 
beginning of the monitoring period in July 19QL. In 
February 1993, PNL encouraged maintenance peisOnne1 
to re-connect and activate the time clocks. Only one time 
crock, in bay B west, was activated. Monitoring showed 
that the time setting on the clock was shifted by 12 hours 
(AM instead of PM), resulting 31 an W A C  system that 
was off during the day and on at night. After Robins 
AFB staff were informed of this problem in early March 
1993, the time clocks were turned off. 

In July 1993 PNL requested that the time clocks be 
activated again (with correct time settings) to aIlow 
measurement of their effect on building energy 
consumption. Dif&idties in getting the time clocks to 
function correctly postponed the start of this period of 
time clock operation until Aug l2,1993. In bay C, one 
time clocks broke on August 25 and was not repaired or 
replaced by the O&M staff. The period from August 12 
till August 24 represents the only available period of 
proper time clock operation for that bay. Monitoring of 
the system in bay B showed proper time clock operation 
through September 7. 
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The time cl& in both bays were set to turn on the 
HVAC systems between 500 AM and 6.90 PM, seven 
days a week. Measurement of HVAC fan operation 
verified that the WAC system was off 46% of the time. 
Figure 3 shows the thermal energy use for a typical day 
with and without time clock control. The energy use 
during time clock control and 24-hour-a-day operation 
was compared during similar outdoor temperatures 
(between 8L6OF and 83.1QF). 

The estimated daily energy use and savings, presented as 
an average of bays B and C, are presented in Table 4. 
The average savings are 32% thermal and 43% electric 
The chilled water savings for the separate bays varied 
from 24% for bay B to 41% for bay C. The lower 
savings for bay B is due to a 29% higher daytime cooling 
load, with no ditlerence in nightime cooling load, 
compared to bay C. The higher daytime amling load in 
bayB was due to a higher staff and equipment loading. 
The magnitude ofthe energy savings due to HVAC time 

the largest savings duhgthehottestdays. 

. 

clock control willvary with outside air tesnperatnrt, with 

Table 4. Energy savings with HVAC time dock 
control, presented as an average of bays B and C. 

Time clock 
StatUS 
& Operating 
HOW 

Without T i e  
Clock: 
24 WdaY 
With T i e  
clock: 
3 3  hr/day 

Energy Savings 

chilled WAC 
Water Fan 

Btu/day kWh/Day 

14.W 355 

9 5 M  

32% 43% 

The time clocks were not proper activated during the 
heating season, preventing the measurements necessary 
to anaylze the energy impact. However, the percent 
electric savings for the AHU fan will remain 43%, and 
the steam savings are expected to be similar to that 
calculated for the cooling season. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Although an "O&M Fust" philosophy was embraced by 
a few Civil Engineering staff who understood the long- 
term value, it was not promoted by Robins AFB facilities 
management. The reasons include the fact that facilities 
management is consumed by mission related activities 
(e.& new or remodeled building design and construction 
oversite to support mission activities), and the top 
mil i tarymaaagementha~basefa~tyrespo~~~for  
only a few years before being re-assigned. Despite 
federal legidation that requires an energy usage reduction 
to 80% of the 1985 baseline by the year 2000, energy 
coLlstzyatioIl is not a high priority. Preventing the high 
cost of future facility and equipment failures is not a high 
priority because the cost comes from a facilities, not 
mission, budget and it will probably occut a€ter those 
responsible have moved to another assignment. 
Experience with other military and federal installations 
shows that Robins AFB is typical, not the exception. 

The proposed steaxn trap program was not implemented 
because of facility management resistance. The O&M 
staff were provided the 11cces58cy diagnostic equipment, 
trained on steam trap operating fundamentals and 
operation of the dhgnodc equipment, aad were 
enthmiastic to start. Management was briefed on the 
costsavingspoteatialofimplcmedngacom~nsive 
steam trap maintenance program, and were offered 
continued support under the existing funded project. The 
opportunity cost of not having an " O W  Fust" philosophy 
is s5mK/yr. 

The upgraded electronic control system in building 300 
was not cost effective because it operated less than one 
year before being abandoned. A coordinated effort 
between the different O&M shops could have prevented 
the olrigiaal problems. Known problems, including the 
coincident heating and cooling, and time clock operation 
should be corrected as an interim solution. The 
electronic control systems are now in such bad condition 
and have so many missing components that repair is not 
feasible. A new system will have to be designed, 
purchased, and installed. The cost of not having an 
"O&M Fmt" philosophy is the premature replacement of 
all the HVAC controls (approximately $MoK), excess 
energy use (approximately $SOK/yr), and an 
uncomfortable office space. The resulting reduced office 
productivity does affect the mission. 

The existing O&M program is continuously doing 
emergency repairs and complaint management, instead of 
preventative maintenance. These examples at Robins 
AFB illustrate the value of a comprehensive O&M 
program. Switching to an "0- First" philosophy could 
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produce a lS-2!5% energy savings and a larger reduction 
in replacement of prematurely failed equipment. 
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Steam Trap Testing Results 
Robins AFB, Buildings 640 & 645, August 12-13, 1992 

90 Traps Tested 
67 Traps Operating 
23 Tram Not In Service 

1 Leaking 
3% 
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